Utilization of electromyographic biofeedback in speech therapy to attenuate the signs of facial aging: a case report
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ABSTRACT

Myotherapy intervention in facial aesthetics aims to attenuate wrinkles and signs of facial aging. The relationship between accentuated muscle contraction during chewing, swallowing and speaking and the appearance of facial wrinkles has been suggested by speech-language pathology literature. This study aimed to report the effect of electromyographic biofeedback associated with training of chewing, swallowing, and smiling patterns, during speech therapy intervention aimed at reducing the signs of facial wrinkles and furrows, in a 55-year-old woman. The therapy also included isotonic and isometric exercises and clinical procedures to decrease the contraction of facial mimic muscles, which were not associated with training using electromyographic biofeedback. Signal collection and training were performed using the Biotrainer software on the New Miotool Face by Miotec, over nine weekly sessions. Two assessments were performed (before and after the nine sessions), using the MBGR Protocol (assessment of chewing, swallowing, and smiling) and validated scales described in the literature (assessment of signs of facial aging). In the reported case, the usefulness of electromyographic biofeedback was verified for learning trained orofacial myofunctional patterns, as well as to improve chewing and swallowing functions and decrease signs of facial aging. However, further research is needed to demonstrate the positive effects of electromyographic biofeedback associated with myofunctional therapy aimed at attenuating the signs of facial aging.

RESUMO

A intervenção mioterapêutica em estética facial tem como meta atenuar rugas e sinais de envelhecimento facial. A relação entre contração exagerada dos músculos durante a mastigação, deglutição e comunicação oral e aparecimento de rugas faciais é preconizada na literatura fonoaudiológica neste campo de atuação. Este estudo teve por objetivo relatar o efeito da utilização do biofeedback eletromiográfico associado ao treinamento dos padrões de mastigação, deglutição e sorrizo, durante intervenção fonoaudiológica direcionada à atenuação de rugas e sulcos faciais, em mulher de 55 anos de idade. O programa terapêutico incluiu exercícios isométricos, isométricos e procedimentos clínicos para diminuir a contração dos músculos miméticos faciais, que não foram associados ao treinamento com biofeedback eletromiográfico. A coleta de sinais e o treinamento com o software Biotrainer foram realizados com o aparelho New Miotool Face (Miotec) em nove sessões realizadas semanalmente. Foram realizadas duas avaliações (antes e após as nove sessões), por meio do Protocolo MBGR (avaliação da mastigação, deglutição e sorrizo) e de escalas validadas descritas na literatura (avaliação dos sinais de envelhecimento facial). No caso descrito, constatou-se o efeito adjuvante do biofeedback eletromiográfico no aprendizado dos padrões miofuncionais orofaciais treinados, como também, a melhoria das funções mastigação e deglutição e a diminuição dos sinais de envelhecimento facial. Porém, são necessárias pesquisas mais robustas que comprovem efeitos positivos do biofeedback eletromiográfico associado à terapia miofuncional direcionada a atenuar os sinais de envelhecimento facial.
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INTRODUCTION

The appearance of wrinkles and signs of facial aging can be related to genetic factors and changes that occur in facial structures, such as reabsorption of facial bones, reduction in facial fat and increased contraction of mimicry muscles\(^1\). Additionally, other intrinsic and extrinsic factors contribute to lost skin elasticity and appearance of facial wrinkles and furrows. Intrinsic aging results from physiological and histological changes such as reduced thickness and variation in size and shape of epidermal cells, reduction in fibroblasts, reduction in melanocytes and a reduction in collagen\(^1\). Extrinsic aging is caused by environmental factors such as conditions of hydration, nutrition, smoking, stress, sleep deprivation, and mainly ultraviolet radiation (UV), which leads to photoaging\(^1\).

In addition to extrinsic and intrinsic aging, inadequate facial muscle contractions, performed when chewing, swallowing, and speaking, can produce static and/or dynamic wrinkles, in periocular, perioral, frontal, and cervical areas, more or less evident depending on the intensity, frequency and duration of the contractions and on individual dentoskeletal characteristics\(^2,3,4\). More studies are necessary however, to demonstrate this correlation frequently described by speech therapists.

The speech therapy proposal to reduce wrinkles and signs of facial aging is a non-invasive therapeutic intervention, with numerous clinical resources being used, including isotonic and isometric exercises, face muscle stretches and orofacial function conditioning\(^2,3\). Surface electromyography (SE) or electromyographic biofeedback remains one clinical resource little investigated by speech therapists in this area.

SE makes functional neuromuscular analysis possible, being considered a valuable tool for both diagnosis and rehabilitation of individuals with orofacial myofunctional alterations\(^5\). Electromyographic biofeedback has been used in association with various speech therapy techniques, to rehabilitate patients with central and peripheral neurological damage, dentoskeletal alterations, and respiratory, voice and functional disorders\(^5,6\). However, publications that report on electromyographic biofeedback used in speech therapy are scarce. Research presenting greater methodological rigor to obtain positive results when using these resources is necessary\(^5,6\).

In the area of orofacial motricity, Rosell-Clari\(^7\) observed that electromyographic biofeedback associated with traditional myofunctional therapy favored control of orofacial muscles while chewing and swallowing, in a 10-year-old child, who presented dentoskeletal and myofunctional alterations. In the only publication regarding the use of electromyographic biofeedback in speech therapy for facial aesthetics, Bernardes\(^8\) described the positive effects of this resource on reducing muscle contraction involved in chewing, swallowing and speech functions, and consequently on reducing facial wrinkles.

As such, the aim of this study was to present the effects of using electromyographic biofeedback associated with functional training of chewing, swallowing, and smiling, during speech therapy interventions seeking to reduce signs of facial aging.
differential active sensors, with 16bit resolution, a 2Khz sampling frequency, 20Hz low pass filter, 500Hz high pass filter, 60Hz notch, a clamp connection, and a reference electrode (ground). To capture the electric signal, we used the same device with Double Trace LH-ED4020 differential passive dual electrodes, with dimensions 44 mm long, 21 mm wide, and 20 mm from center to center, placed over the muscles engaged when chewing, swallowing, and smiling (right and left masseter muscles; major, minor zygomatic region, risorius muscles; orbicularis oris (upper lip); suprhyoids; inferior orbital portion of the orbicularis oculi muscle). The reference electrode (ground) was positioned over the styloid process of the ulna of the right arm. The facial areas and regions where we positioned the electrodes were sterilized with cotton wool soaked in alcohol 77% GL (70% INPM) prior to placing the electrodes for all sessions when electromyographic biofeedback was employed.

In the initial evaluation, no alterations to chewing function were observed (a score of zero out of 10, for the MGBR Protocol). For swallowing, a marked contraction of the orbicularis oris and mentalis muscles, during routine swallowing of chewed, solid food and guided swallowing of liquid was observed (score 8 out of 28). The analysis of signs of facial aging showed an absence of static perioral wrinkles (score zero), moderate dynamic perioral wrinkles (score two out of four), moderate nasolabial grooves (score two out of four) and mild labiomentonian grooves (score one out of four). The smile evaluation score obtained using video image capture of the dynamic periorbital wrinkles, in the third execution of the “open smile” and of the photographic image of the static periorbital wrinkles in diagonal position (45º), showed accentuated dynamic periorbital wrinkles (score of three out of four) and moderate static periorbital wrinkles (score of two out of four).

For training with electromyographic biofeedback, the electrodes were placed in a sequence favoring progressive control by the client of the movements of the different muscle groups when executing trained orofacial functions. As such, to train alternating unilateral chewing in the second session, the electrodes were positioned parallel to the direction of the muscle fiber, over the right and left masseter muscles. For the third and fourth sessions, the electrodes were placed over these muscles as well as over the orbicularis oris muscle (upper lip). This position was maintained for the fifth to the ninth sessions, to train alternating bilateral chewing. To train the swallowing function, initiated in the third session with swallowing pasty food (Greek yogurt), the electrodes were initially placed over the suprhyoid muscle region; in the fourth and fifth sessions electrodes were placed over the orbicularis oris muscle (upper lip); these electrodes were maintained to train liquid swallowing in the fifth session, and chewed solid food in the sixth session, when an electrode over the right and left masseter muscles was added and kept until the ninth session. Figure 1B shows the position of the electrodes for training of chewing and swallowing functions. For smile training initiated in the fifth session, an electrode was placed over the region of the risorius muscle and, for the sixth to the ninth sessions, an electrode on the lower orbital portion of the orbicularis oculi muscle was added. Despite placing the electrodes in the risorius region, the possibility of capturing an electric signal from the adjacent muscles cannot be overlooked (cross talk). Even so, during training it was possible to compare the contraction of the risorius region muscles and the inferior orbital portion of the orbicularis oculi muscle. As such, the client managed to reduce the muscle contractions in the eye region while smiling, with consequent reduction of static and dynamic periorbital wrinkles.

Figure 1 shows an example of the use of electromyographic biofeedback and the positioning of electrodes to train chewing and swallowing functions. In the image on the computer screen the client could see the target-line (light blue and green stripes) and the continuous line representing her control over recruitment of the right and left masseter muscles, and orbicularis oris muscles (upper lip) and suprhyoid in chewing (light green stripe) and swallowing (light blue stripe). The continuous line showed that rhythmic activity occurred in the masseter muscles while chewing (two upper stripes on the screen), with little activation of the orbicularis oris muscle (third stripe on the screen – upper lip) and nearly no recruitment of the suprhyoid muscles (third stripe on the screen). For swallowing, only recruitment of the suprhyoid muscles was observed (balloon above the target-line).

The gradual training sequence performed using electromyographic biofeedback in therapy is found in Chart 1. Maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of the selected muscles was verified using the Biotrainer software and a 50% MVC value was the parameter established to increase or reduce muscular contraction during training, seeking to attenuate contraction of masseter, orbicularis oris (upper lip), zygomatics major and minor, and orbicularis oculi muscles, and increase contraction of the levator palpebrae superiors and suprhyoids muscles. The percentage of muscle contraction intensity can be determined using the software, in the Collection Configuration, Protocols tab, Activities tab, New Activity window, intensity (%). The client was instructed to increase muscle contraction to go above the target line or reduce muscle contraction, remaining below the target line.

The client remained seated on her hamstrings, with her feet supported on the ground or on a support stool, maintaining an angle of 90º in the hips, knees, and ankles to perform the electromyographic biofeedback for therapy. The following foods were used to engage swallowing and chewing functions: Greek yogurt, water, and raisins. For the smile, the participant was instructed to smile lightly without lip sealing, while she thought about something happy, keeping her eyes wide open.

Training protocols were created using the Biotrainer software, allowing protocol configuration wherein the activity (chewing, swallowing, smiling, resting) and its duration (in the Collection Configuration window, protocols tab, activities tab) could be indicated. The activities were then inserted into the Protocol Timeline. The training duration for each orofacial function using electromyographic biofeedback was determined by the therapist (author of the present article), producing the
following description: alternate unilateral chewing, duration of two minutes and 30 seconds, repeated twice in each session; altered bilateral chewing, duration of one minute and 40 seconds, repeated twice in each session in which this chewing pattern was trained until the conclusion of the program; swallowing of pasty food, duration of one minute and 40 seconds, repeated three times, in the two sessions in which this pattern was trained; swallowing of liquid, duration of one minute and 40 seconds, repeated twice in the first two sessions when this pattern was trained and repeated once a session until the end of the program following this; swallowing of solids (realized at the same time as the training of alternated bilateral chewing), duration of one minute and 40 seconds, repeated twice a session until the end of the program; smile, one minute duration, repeated twice in each session in which this pattern was trained until the end of the program. The client was instructed to control the chewing, swallowing, and smiling patterns at home, in line with the activities performed during therapy.
The benefits of functional training were observed in the scores obtained from MBGR and through the analysis of signs of facial aging after nine sessions performed over nine weeks. The scores obtained in the MBGR were the following: for chewing, the initial score was maintained (score zero out of 10); for swallowing, the score was lower (score two out of 28), with reduced mentalis muscle contraction in guided swallowing of liquid and routine solids swallowing; reduced orbicularis oris muscle contraction for swallowing liquid, without change for swallowing solid food. For signs of facial aging, resulting from excessive contraction of perioral muscles during chewing and swallowing functions, there was an increase in static perioral wrinkles (score one out of four) and reduction of dynamic perioral wrinkles (score of one out of four), of the nasolabial grooves (score of one out of four) and labiomentonian grooves (score of zero out of four). For periorbital wrinkles, which result from exaggerated contraction of the orbicularis oculi muscles while smiling, the score for dynamic periorbital wrinkles remained the same (score of three out of four) and there was a reduction of static periorbital wrinkles (score of one out of four).

Aesthetic changes were observed in the photos and videos (screen capture) performed in the initial and final evaluations, according to the validated scale parameters described in the literature\(^{\text{10-13}}\); dynamic perioral wrinkles in the frontal position (Figure 2), static periorbital wrinkles in the left diagonal position (Figure 3), static periorbital wrinkles in the right diagonal position (Figure 4), static periorbital wrinkles and nasolabial and labiomentonian grooves in the frontal position (Figure 5).

**Figure 2.** Dynamic perioral wrinkles. A – initial evaluation – moderate wrinkles (score 2 out of 4); B – final evaluation – light wrinkles (score 1 out of 4)

**Figure 3.** Static periorbital – left diagonal position. A – initial wrinkle evaluation – moderate wrinkles (score 2 out of 4); B – final evaluation – light wrinkles (score 1 out of 4)
DISCUSSION

This study aims to present the effects of using electromyographic biofeedback when training chewing, swallowing, and smiling functions, during speech therapy interventions focused on reducing signs of facial aging, in a 55-year-old woman. Positive results from the use of electromyographic biofeedback associated with speech therapy treatments have been described in some studies\(^6\). However, in the field of speech therapy only one publication was observed with a description of three examples in which electromyographic biofeedback was found to be effective to increase awareness and reduce contraction of the muscles involved in chewing, swallowing and speaking. We believe that these satisfactory results need to be consolidated in future studies\(^8\).

Figure 4. Static periorbital wrinkles – right diagonal position. A – initial wrinkle evaluation – moderate wrinkles (score 2 out of 4); B – final evaluation – light wrinkles (score 1 out of 4)

Figure 5. Static periorbital wrinkles – nasolabial groove – labiomentonian groove – frontal position. A – initial evaluation – moderate static periorbital wrinkles (score 2 out of 4) – moderate nasolabial groove (score 2 out of 4) – light labiomentonian groove (score 1 out of 4); B – final evaluation – light static periorbital wrinkles (score 1 out of 4) – light nasolabial groove (score 1 out of 4) – absent labiomentonian groove (score zero out of 4)
The correlation between the presence of wrinkles and signs of facial aging and excessive contraction of mimicry muscles and those used for chewing and swallowing has been described by dermatologists and speech therapists\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\). In the present study we observed static and dynamic wrinkles on the client’s face, who, while not contracting the perioral musculature excessively while chewing, presented intense contraction of the orbicularis oris and mentalis muscles during swallowing (liquid and solid) and of the orbicularis oculi muscle when smiling and speaking. In the first session, the client was surprised when she looked at her photographs and the video recorded in the initial session. This shows that she was unaware of her oral motor habits, presenting exaggerated orofacial muscle contraction, and was also unaware of the correlation of this with the emergence of facial wrinkles. This understanding was important to increase awareness of altered orofacial movements and for proprioception of adequate orofacial motor patterns to be learnt.

Adequacy of orofacial functions was one of the procedures proposed by speech therapists to attenuate wrinkles and signs of facial aging\(^2\)\(^,\)\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^7\). In the second session, training with electromyographic biofeedback to condition chewing, swallowing, and smiling habits was initiated. Using the visualization of muscular activity, with a corresponding image on the computer screen, the client participated more actively and with greater control over her orofacial muscles, being one of the advantages cited by researchers, when using electromyographic biofeedback\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\). The placement and number of electrodes used for training can vary depending on therapeutic aims. As such, electrodes can only be positioned on the suprahyoid muscles when training swallowing\(^7\), on the suprahyoid and sternocleidomastoid muscles in alternating voice therapy sessions\(^7\), and on the masseter and orbicularis oris muscles in therapy focusing on facial aesthetics\(^9\). In the present study electrode placement was performed in a sequence favoring the client’s progressive control, giving her awareness and proprioception of the adequate recruitment of the involved muscles to the extent that electrodes were added. Training of alternated unilateral chewing was initiated by the control of masseter movement and subsequently, of the orbicularis oris muscle (upper lip). For swallowing training, in addition to the electrode placement sequence, initially on the suprahyoid muscles and subsequently on the orbicularis oris and masseter muscles, there was progression of food consistency. Pasty food (Greek yogurt) was initially offered, followed by liquid (room temperature water) and, finally solid food (raisins). For smile conditioning, the control of the risorius and orbicularis oris muscles associated with happy thinking, contributed to a change in initial habits and a reduction of static periorbital wrinkles. The client was instructed to smile with contraction of risorius muscle towards the ears, keeping the eyes well open, thereby contracting the levator palpebrae superioris muscle.

According to the client, viewing the image corresponding to the muscular contraction on the computer screen favored awareness, control and learning of the movements necessary to perform adequate chewing, swallowing, and facial muscle movement, during the sessions and through fixation of these movements at home. The positive impact provided by visual feedback was also reported in another study involving healthy and dysphagic subjects\(^15\).

After nine sessions performed over nine weeks, it was possible to observe functional and aesthetic changes, leading to more harmonious facial muscle movements. We noted reduced values attributed to swallowing and to signs of facial aging. We also observed a reduction in contraction of the orbicularis oris and mentalis muscles while swallowing and reduced nasolabial and labiomentonian grooves and static periorbital wrinkles. Awareness and proprioception of tongue contraction and position during swallowing and of mimetic muscle contraction during smiling and speech, contributed to reduced perioral muscle contraction and attenuated labiomentonian and nasolabial grooves.

The results presented in this study suggest that electromyographic biofeedback improved uptake of more adequate orofacial habits. However, future studies with a larger number of subjects and control group should be carried out, given that currently no studies were found that demonstrated differences between the outcome of interventions performed with and without the association of this therapeutic resource\(^60\).

**CONCLUSION**

In the present study, we described the use of electromyographic biofeedback in a speech therapy intervention seeking to reduce signs of facial aging. We noted the beneficial effect of electromyographic biofeedback in learning the trained orofacial myofunctional patterns, and functional and aesthetic improvements, following the realization of nine speech therapy sessions, with a consensus that this technical resource represents a useful tool for therapeutic contexts.
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